
     
 

 
Broadband Forum and LAN Laboratory expand certification to XGS-

PON, driving network evolution to support the expansion of 5G 
 

XGS-PON is now fully integrated into the certification and interoperability programs 
   
Fremont, California, 8 June, 2020: As demand for fiber networks continues to grow, 
Broadband Forum has expanded its BBF.247 Optical Network Unit (ONU) Certification 
Program to include XGS-PON.  
 
This latest update extends the program to a variety of key features needed by operators 
deploying XGS-PON networks.  The certification is just one piece of Broadband Forum’s vision 
to provide network operators with the tools, open specifications, and open source references 
necessary to bring new services and technologies to their customers more rapidly. Certified 
ONU products can be deployed quickly, with improved interoperability to existing OLT 
equipment already deployed. Similarly, certified ONU products will also work directly with 
newer Broadband Forum specifications, including the forthcoming virtual OMCI specifications 
and software defined access networks. 
 
The XGS-PON extensions add to the BBF.247 G-PON initiative – which has now certified 
nearly 100 products since its launch in 2011. The new test plan will see ONUs undergo 
rigorous testing at Broadband Forum’s official certification program test laboratory Laboratoire 
des Applications Numeriques (LAN Laboratory), using MT2’s ONU testing solution. The work 
will confirm conformance to the latest PON ITU-T standards, providing network operators with 
assurance that they can deliver efficient networks and a high-quality customer experience. 
New additions to the technology are also now tested, including extended OMCI messages 
format, Enhanced Unicast & Multicast Operations, and Capacity Tests & Performance 
Monitoring. This increases the number of certification test cases by more than 50% compared 
to the previous version. 
 
Eight products, including single or multi-user port ONUs/L2 and Residential Gateways from 
Altice Labs, CommScope, Huawei, Humax, KAONMEDIA, Sagemcom, Sercomm and ZTE 
have already been certified under the new BBF.247 certification program. 
 
“The introduction of XGS-PON certification by Broadband Forum is a significant and positive 
step for the PON ecosystem as interoperability will encourage growth,” said Jaeseok Kim, 
Head of Infra Planning at SK Broadband. “This will become increasingly important as more 
operators look to upgrade existing network to meet consumer demand for Gigabit + speeds.” 
 
Claudio Mathys, Product Manager Wireline Access Networks at Swisscom (Schweiz) AG, 
added: “Establishing interoperability and testing requirements are key elements in a liberated 
market. The introduction of XGS-PON from Swisscom as a technology leader – in conjunction 
with the certification and testing program from Broadband Forum – will significantly enhance 
the confidence from our competitors for CPE certification as based on industry standards and 
independent references. Achieving Broadband Forum certification is the entry ticket for 
connectivity to our network. We will definitely avoid the painful experience made with xDSL 
interoperability/complexity – right from the beginning.” 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcwyzRBGtPg#action=share
https://www.broadband-forum.org/
https://www.broadband-forum.org/testing-and-certification-programs/bbf-247-gpon-onu-certification
https://www.lanpark.eu/
https://www.lanpark.eu/
http://www.mt2.fr/


Hugues Le Bras, Network Engineer in Fixed Access Networks at Orange, said: “The role of 
interoperability and standards has only become more important as broadband grows in 
popularity and operators upgrade their networks to meet consumer demand. Orange already 
requests BBF.247 certification for each ONU deployed on the field. However, this expansion 
of Broadband Forum’s certification program will give us confidence when deploying next-
generation technology that will enable the future era of connectivity. The latest additions to the 
certification also bring new features, such as flexibility and monitoring, which are essential for 
Orange throughout the ONU life.” 
 
A future XGS-PON interoperability test event will take place at LAN Laboratory, in Tauxigny, 
France, from October 5 to 9, 2020, allowing vendors worldwide to exercise their Optical Line 
Terminal (OLT) or Optical Network Terminal (ONT) solutions against each other. The event 
will give all equipment vendors the opportunity to improve the interoperability of their products 
by testing them against the other solutions presented at the event. 
 
“Our existing G-PON certification has made a significant impact on ensuring products meet 
standards, and this latest expansion of the program will give operators the confidence to roll 
out mass XGS-PON deployments,” said Robin Mersh, CEO at Broadband Forum. “We now 
want to instill this same assurance in the industry for upcoming ITU PON technology, including 
XGS-PON and NG-PON2. XGS-PON is a major step in network evolution, supporting the 
expansion of 5G and through BBF.247 certification, we can ensure network interoperability.” 
 
Thierry Doligez, Director of LAN Laboratory, said: “Both operators and vendors increasingly 
recognize the importance of certification in order to speed up deployment and we are proud 
to partner with Broadband Forum on this extension of its G-PON certification program. As 
operators move to upgrade their networks to meet increasing consumer demand, the new 
testing will make sure they are investing in trusted products which will guarantee a certain 
level of service. ONU manufacturers will also benefit from this substantial program update as 
it will give them the chance to prove their conformance against enhanced features.” 
 
For more information or to actively get involved with Broadband Forum’s work on higher speed 
PON technologies, visit: www.broadband-forum.org. 
 
- ENDS - 
 
About Broadband Forum 
Broadband Forum is the communications industry’s leading organization focused on accelerating 
broadband innovation, standards, and ecosystem development. Our members’ passion – delivering on 
the promise of broadband by enabling smarter and faster broadband networks and a thriving broadband 
ecosystem.  
  
A non-profit industry organization composed of the industry’s leading broadband operators, vendors, 
and thought leaders, our work to date has been the foundation for broadband’s global proliferation 
and innovation. For example, the Forum’s flagship TR-069 CPE WAN Management Protocol has 
nearly 1 billion installations worldwide. 
  
Broadband Forum working groups collaborate to define best practices for global networks, enable 
new revenue-generating service and content delivery, establish technology migration strategies, and 
engineer critical device, service & development management tools in the home and business IP 
networking infrastructure. We develop multi-service broadband packet networking specifications 
addressing architecture, device and service management, software data models, interoperability and 
certification in the broadband market. 
  
Our free technical reports and white papers can be found at https://www.broadband-forum.org/.    
  
Follow us on Twitter @Broadband_Forum and LinkedIn.  
  

http://www.broadband-forum.org/
https://www.broadband-forum.org/


For more information about the Broadband Forum, please go to https://www.broadband-forum.org or 
follow @Broadband_Forum on Twitter. For further information please contact Brian Dolby on +44 (0) 
7899 914168 or brian.dolby@proactive-pr.com or Jayne Brooks on +44 (0) 1636 704 888 or 
jayne.brooks@proactive-pr.com.      
 
About Laboratoire des Applications Numeriques (LAN Laboratory) 
The Laboratoire des Applications Numeriques (LAN) is a unique independent laboratory specialized in 
conformance, interoperability and coexistence tests of devices deployed by telecom operators in the 
access and home networks (DSL, G-PON, Broadband-PLC, …), by DSOs in Smartgrids networks using 
powerline communications (G3-PLC), and by the industry in video security networks (E&PoC). LAN 
also offers on-demand test services dedicated to PON network operators, addressing their needs in 
terms of pre-deployment qualification tests for each specific network they operate. LAN is one of the 
Broadband Forum’s Approved Test Laboratory (ATL), the unique one accredited by the Broadband 
Forum to conduct the worldwide recognized BBF.247 certification tests for G-PON, XG-PON and XGS-
PON terminals.  
 
For more information on Laboratoire des Applications Numeriques, please go to www.lanpark.eu, follow 
@Laboratoire_LAN on Twitter, or send an Email to contact@lanpark.eu. 
 
About MT2 
MT2 leads the industry in FTTH G-PON and XGS-PON network test, offering troubleshoot, monitoring 
deep analysis of products, and 'single-click' automated test suite solutions. MT2's analyzers and OLT 
emulators have the unique powerful features to allow the user to simply 'sofware-select', and switch 
between GPON, XG-PON, XGS-PON or NG-PON2, all within the same single system. MT2 ensures 
the complicated protocols and subscriber internet access traffic complies with every spec, 
automatically, using a powerful and intuitive user interface, high precision and innovative design. MT2 
actively contributes to the Broadband Forum activity, as a test-tool vendor, and developed its FTTH 
automated test suites for functionality and performance testing, covering BBF.247, TR-309 and TR-
255, critical to ensure system quality and full validation of any operator’s FFTH network.  
 
For more information on MT2, please go to www.mt2.fr, follow MT2ftth on LinkedIn, or send an Email 
to mt2@mt2.fr 
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